Supporting Question Two: How Do Kinship Systems Work to Create a Feeling of Belonging?

Part A—Roles and Responsibilities

Directions: After examining the sources in the case study (Crow, Northern Cheyenne, Oceti Sakowin, or Three Affiliated Tribes), select three sources from one case study that demonstrate the roles and responsibilities that exist within kinship systems. For each source selection, include the title of the source by referencing the source credit and then describe the roles and responsibilities you observe.

Case Study Name:

How do kinship systems work to create a feeling of belonging?

Source 1:

Roles & Responsibilities

Source 2:

Roles & Responsibilities

Source 3:

Roles & Responsibilities
Part B—Values

Directions: Roles and responsibilities within kinship systems represent and reflect cultural values. Take a look at the roles and responsibilities you noted in Part A and make inferences about what kinds of cultural values they represent.

Cultural Values:
The fundamental ideals and ethics that define a community and culture.

Part C—Making Claims

Directions: You have used evidence to make inferences about roles, responsibilities, and cultural values. Use the information you have already analyzed and evidence from the sources to craft a claim about how kinship systems work to create a feeling of belonging by completing the statement below.

Kinship systems work to create a feeling of belonging by...